an analysis of the representations of Catherine Tekakwitha's transformation into a saint sheds some light on Eunice Williams's transformation into a Mohawk woman.
The focus for this comparison is the study of names and naming. The "contact zone" of the Eastern Woodlands may offer a productively unfamiliar vantage point for onomastics (Pratt 8) .
3 Specifically, the collision between European and Iroquoian initiations and naming practices, especially baptism and requickening, challenges Western notions of the relation of name to identity. (Requickening is an Iroquois naming practice that places an adoptee into a family by giving her or him the name of a deceased family member [Richter, .) Each woman successively experienced both forms of initiation and renaming. Each transition exemplifies how individual selves "become entangled-through the name-in the life histories of others" (Bodenhorn and vom Bruck 3) . Each name the women bore represents a different set of entanglements, a distinct, contingent personhood. 4 These interconnections span not only synchronically, to form "a social matrix," but also through time, linking a seventeenth-century Mohawk woman with a fourteenth-century Italian ascetic mystic and embedding an English girl within a Mohawk lineage (Bodenhorn and vom Bruck 3) .
SISTERS OF KAHNAWAKE
Catherine Tekakwitha migrated to Kahnawake from her natal village of Gandaouagué in 1677. After her death in 1680, she was credited with exceptional chastity, as well as several posthumous cures and other intercessions. Two Jesuit priests who had worked with her, Pierre Cholenec and Claude Chauchetière, composed hagiographic accounts that made the case for her holiness, and thereafter she was the subject of many derivative hagiographies. Her cult was established by the early decades of the eighteenth century. Beginning in the late nineteenth century, her prospective canonization became a point of pride for American Catholics; in 1980, the tercentennial of her death, Pope John Paul II made her the first Native American to be beatified. She is the "symbolic figurehead" of Native American Catholics, whose membership organization is called the Tekakwitha Conference (Holmes 87, 88). As a remarkable figure at the intersection of ethnohistory, women's studies, and religious history, Catherine Tekakwitha has in recent decades increasingly attracted the attention of scholars, most of whom identified her by a version of her name introduced by her biographer Ellen Hardin Walworth in 1883, "Kateri Tekakwitha." 5 Historian Allan Greer made her the subject of an authoritative-yet speculative-biography, Mohawk Saint: Catherine Tekakwitha and the Jesuits.
Eunice Williams, the English girl who became Marguerite Kanenstenhawi, was brought to Kahnawake in 1704 as one of the captives taken in the infamous French and Indian raid on Deerfield, Massachusetts, during Queen Anne's War. As the "unredeemed" daughter of the Reverend John Williams, author of the celebrated captivity narrative The Redeemed Captive Returning to Zion, she was an object of morbid fascination to generations of New Englanders, who saw her conversion to Catholicism and marriage to a Mohawk warrior as fates worse than death because of their implications for her soul. Thus, while Catherine Tekakwitha was the subject of hagiographies, in the nineteenth century the minister's daughter became a model for "cautionary" fictional representations of white savages in nineteenth-century American fiction (Namias 97) , including Faith, the younger sister of the heroine of Catherine Maria Sedgwick's Hope Leslie, and Ruth, in James Fenimore Cooper's The Wept of Wishton-Wish. To a lesser extent than Tekakwitha, perhaps because of the relative scarcity of sources, she has also been the subject of scholarship; most notably, she is the elusive focal point of John Demos's prize-winning study, The Unredeemed Captive: A Family Story from Early America. 6 The two women have posed complementary challenges for their modern biographers. According to Greer, Catherine Tekakwitha's "short life happens to be more fully and richly documented than that of any other indigenous person of North or South America in the colonial period," yet this documentation, produced by Cholenec and Chauchetière, is "certainly not transparent" (Mohawk Saint vii, viii) . In approaching his subject, Greer necessarily takes a detour through "Counter-Reformation French culture" ("Savage/Saint" 139). By contrast, from the moment her father's captivity narrative takes leave of her with the words "I have yet a daughter of ten years of age," Marguerite Kanenstenhawi lived most of her impressively long life off the record (J. Williams 114). Hence, in constructing a "narrative history," Demos makes do with scant information (xi). For example, in his seventh chapter he draws heavily on JosephFrançois Lafitau's Moeurs des Sauvages Amériquains, Comparées aux Moeurs des Premiers Temps, supplemented by ethnohistorical secondary sources, in order to expand "a very few, very bare facts" into a speculative account of Eunice's acculturation and her life as a Catholic Mohawk woman (140).
Catherine Tekakwitha and Marguerite Kanenstenhawi pose just as fascinating methodological challenges to literary scholars as they do to historians. In different ways, they mark the boundaries of their respective genres, hagiography and the captivity narrative. The biographies of Catherine Tekakwitha by Chauchetière and Cholenec belong to the hybrid subgenre Greer calls "colonial hagiography," but she exceptionally transcends Native Americans' typical status as "enabling figures" who glorify Jesuit priests by either rendering them-selves for conversion or by subjecting them to martyrdom. Instead, it is the Jesuits who enable Catherine's apotheosis ("Colonial Saints" 325, 341) . While her story is thus an outlying instance of an already marginal subgenre, that of Marguerite Kanenstenhawi lies beyond the conditions of possibility for the paradigmatic American captivity narrative, in which the redeemed captive composes the account of her experience. Alden T. Vaughan and Edward W. Clark propose four categories of captivity narratives: first, those in which the authors betray limited or no alteration in their cultural identity as a result of their experience (14); second, those in which the authors "gained empathetic insight into Indian culture"; third, those written by former captives "who had difficulty adjusting to their natal culture after long exposure to Indian life" (15); and fourth, a "hypothetical" category that "could have been written by those who never returned to their natal culture" (16). Marguerite Kanenstenhawi fits the last category as a protagonist who nearly escapes her own nonfiction genre to go where only fiction can follow. She is forever the foil to her biological father, whose narrative of captivity and redemption exemplifies the first category. Insofar as Catherine Tekakwitha's life is recorded only by others and Marguerite Kanenstenhawi's is mostly unrecorded, the women suggest the limits of authorship as a conceptual category, especially for the investigation of the lives of women in colonial America.
As the scholarship on Tekakwitha attests, an emphasis on the authorship of biographical and historical works raises the question of how writers impose narrative frames on unruly pasts, shaping and arranging representations of historical actors and events, ascribing causal relations and significance. The sources they compose are, therefore, also epistemological barriers. My focus on names does not provide a way around our dependence on such representations, but it does highlight a different sort of relation between story and history-one in which the narrative interacts with the lived life instead of being applied within the plane of representation. That is, I propose that the lives, as well as the life stories, of Catherine Tekekwitha and Marguerite Kanenstenhawi were shaped, at least in part, by the stories of their namesakes.
The lives of the two women intersected with the life stories of their namesakes through rites of initiation. The Christian and Iroquoian naming practices are apparent analogues, but they have very different valences. In Christian belief, the bestowal of a baptismal name links the newborn or convert to ancestors and other predecessors with the same name and also, especially, to her or his patron saint. The saint is thus invoked as a protector and a spiritual exemplar (Sheehan 7) . By contrast, in Iroquois practice the bestowal of a name inducts an adolescent or a captive-adoptee into a preexisting persona that had been previously inhabited by a deceased namesake. In other words, it resusci-tates or requickens a persona that had lapsed into dormancy (Richter, Ordeal 32) . 7 Catherine Tekakwitha and Marguerite Kanenstenhawi may illustrate two different outcomes to the encounter between Christian and Iroquoian naming practices. In the first case, insofar as Tekakwitha applied the logic of requickening to her baptism, she may have understood the story of Catherine of Siena, her patron saint, less as a source of inspiration and more as a template for her new identity. In the second, Eunice Williams's natal identity as a colonial English Puritan was almost completely superseded by a requickened Mohawk persona, but her rebaptism as a Catholic, however significant, did not require her to renounce her Mohawk identity to become Marguerite. The Jesuits' choice of a baptismal name for her, however, appears to have been motivated by parallels between the stories of St. Margaret of Antioch and the life of Eunice Williams.
While comparative analyses typically juxtapose figures from disparate contexts, this one has the additional warrant of a genuine historical convergence. In the nearly quarter of a century between Catherine Tekakwitha's death in Kahnawake and Eunice Williams's arrival there as a captive, Catherine's reputation as an intercessor had waxed, so that her spiritual presence suffused the region. For example, one of Eunice Williams's fellow captives, Joseph Kellogg, reported being offered "relicks of the Rotten wood of the coffin" of "Saint Katherine" as an inducement to a sickbed conversion (Greer, Mohawk Saint 148) . She would have encountered "Saint Katherine" in the mission church. According to a manuscript biography written by one of her descendants, when Eunice Williams was undergoing her spiritual instruction, "Catharine Tekawitawa [sic] [,] a Mohawk convert who was sainted by the Jesuits, was held up to her view, more than any of the scripture saints, or even the perfect pattern of her saviour" (Saileville 243). 8 It seems likely that the visual connotation was literal. In La Vie de la B. Catherine Tegakoüita dite à présent la Saincte Sauvagesse, 9 which he began writing around 1685, Chauchetière explains that Catherine appeared to him in a vision and asked him "a faire des peintures pour linstruction des sauuages et a m'en seruir pour exhorter ceux et celles quelle uouloit attirer au ciel après elle" [to make paintings for the instruction of the savages and to serve me in exhorting those she wished to attract to heaven after her] (11).
10 At the time of his writing, his "portrait de Catherine"-"cette grande image"-was on display in the church at the Sault St. Louis, "pour seruir dinstruction aux Sauuages de la uie et des moeurs de Catherine" [serving to instruct the Savages in the life and manners of Catherine] (12-13). The oil painting hangs today in the Church of St. Francis Xavier in Kahnawake.
11 It is perhaps the most significant material artifact pertaining to the life of either woman: a posthumous portrait by an artist who had known Catherine Tekakwitha personally and a noteworthy exhibit in the religious instruction of Marguerite Kanenstenhawi.
Three essay sections follow. The first, focusing on Catherine Tekakwitha, will explore the Iroquoian concept of requickening in relation to its Christian counterpart, baptism. It argues that Tekakwitha's understanding of initiations may have invested her baptism and renaming with an enhanced significance, such that she felt she was becoming Catherine of Siena, that is, assuming the persona of a fourteenth-century saint. By contrast, the succeeding section argues that despite her exogenous origins, Marguerite Kanenstenhawi may have been a much more mainstream citizen of Kahnawake than Catherine. In consonance with the community at Kahnawake during the time of her upbringing, she became a Mohawk woman foremost and a Christian second. The concluding section, discussing both women, is organized around the events that followed their initiations: one's purported vow of chastity, the other's matrimony, and, briefly, their respective afterlives.
THE LILY OF THE MOHAWKS
Catherine Tekakwitha's common sobriquet, The Lily of the Mohawks, refers to her chastity and may have a racial implication, suggesting that her virtue made her more white than other Mohawks. However, the specific allusion is to St. Catherine of Siena, whose emblem is the lily. Before she could become the American version of St. Catherine, however, she had to become Tekakwitha. According to Elisabeth Tooker, each Iroquois clan had a proprietary pool of personal names, each of which could be "in use" by only one individual at a time. The newborn would receive an available "baby name," which it would eventually relinquish, to receive an available "adult name" (112). Catherine Tekakwitha's childhood name is unrecorded; Tekakwitha was the name she would have received after her first menses, "a new and distinct adult identity" (Greer, Mohawk Saint 47) .
12 The two most widely cited translations for Tekakwitha, both furnished by Walworth, her Victorian-era biographer, are the following: "One who approaches moving something before her" and "One who puts things in order." If the second, for which the ultimate source is the Jesuit Joseph Marcoux, "the author of a complete Iroquois dictionary" (36), is correct, it might correspond to Tekakwitha's role within her natal village of Gandaouagué as a maker of handicrafts, especially the belts of wampum that were used in diplomacy. 13 Tooker points out that adult names can be "associated with particular obligations (in effect, roles) in the society" (112).
14 Tekakwitha was baptized as Catherine on Easter Sunday, 1677, in Gandaouagué. It was apparently a common name for Indian converts. In recounting her baptism, Chauchetière writes, "[P]lusieurs sauuagesses ont porte ce nom auant et apres elle mais il ny en a eu aucune qui lait rempli comme a fait la B. Catherine tegak8ita" [Many savages have borne that name before and since her, but none has fulfilled it like the Good Catherine Tekakwitha] (46). In other words, the appropriateness of the name became apparent retroactively. It was not chosen because it suited her; rather, she chose to fulfill it. Greer suggests that baptism "may have made sense to Mohawks" in light of their own rituals of "adoption, requickening, and initiation" (Mohawk Saint 52). But while Christian and Iroquoian initiations had similarities, they were not analogous. Through baptism, the individual self became regenerated, or regeneratus, separated from a state of sinfulness and incorporated into one of purity (Gennep 93-96). Accordingly, Chauchetière speaks of "lhorreur que les nouueaux chrestiens du sault auoint de la uie quils auoint mené aux Iroquois auant leur baptesme" [the horror of the new Christians [in Kahnawake] at the life they had led among the Iroquois before their baptism] (129). By contrast, through Iroquoian initiations, the captive undergoing adoption or the adolescent transitioning into adulthood became incorporated into a new identity altogether. It was not the initiate who was regenerated but the preexisting persona that had been dormant since the death of the initiate's namesake. In that sense, rather than being reborn, Tekakwitha would have become a regenerated Catherine.
Outsiders such as Joseph-François Lafitau remarked upon Iroquoian requickening. As a missionary at Kahnawake in the early eighteenth century, he would have had the opportunity to observe several adoptees, including Marguerite Kanenstenhawi. He wrote that while captives, or "esclaves" (slaves), were liable to meet with cruel deaths among both Iroquoian and Algonquian peoples, those whose lives were spared might consider themselves fortunate to be among Iroquois rather than "les Nations Algonquines." Upon adoption, the whole village would feast to celebrate the captive's assumption of "the name of the person whom he is resurrecting" [qu'il releve]. The "friends and allies of the dead man also give a feast to do him honour, and from that moment he enters upon all his rights." When a female adoptee replaced a departed matriarch, it was "good fortune for this household and for her. All hope of the family is placed in this captive who becomes the mistress of this family and the branches dependent on it." Similarly, when a man "requickens [ressuscite] an Ancient, a man of consequence [un Considerable], he becomes important himself, and has authority in the village if he can sustain by his own merit the name he takes" (Lafitau, .
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The account of Colonel James Smith, who as an adolescent during the Seven Years' War had been adopted by a band of Kahnawake migrants in the Ohio country, instantiates Lafitau's description, especially with regard to the expectations accompanying the assumption of a preexisting persona. Smith describes a ceremony in which he was ritually cleansed of his past identity and initiated into another and also conveys a sense of the accompanying expectations. The ceremony included an "Indian baptism" (Axtell 72), during which three "young ladies" led him into a stream, "plunged [him] under water, and washed and rubbed [him] severely" (Smith 268, 269) . According to Smith's representation of a subsequent oration, "one of the chiefs" told him, "By the ceremony which was performed this day, every drop of white blood was washed out of your veins; you are taken into the Caughnewago nation, and initiated into a warlike tribe; you are adopted into a great family, and now received with great seriousness and solemnity in the room and place of a great man" (269). Smith's adoptive elders scolded him when he failed to live up to this role and commended him when he succeeded. In one instance, after he had taken a turn with a hoe, as he had presumably done in his former life, "the old men hearing of what I had done, chid me, and said that I was adopted in the place of a great man, and must not hoe corn like a squaw" (284). In another, after demonstrating his resourcefulness by surviving a night alone in a snowstorm, his elder brother announced, " [W] e are glad to see the prospect of your filling the place of a great man, in whose room you were adopted" (295). 16 Thus, one understanding of the hagiographic accounts by Chauchetière and Cholenec is that, just as Smith understood his charge to fill "the room and place of a great man," the girl formerly known as Tekakwitha sought to occupy the persona of her namesake, Catherine of Siena. According to Greer, "[W] e may be sure that she would have listened attentively when the Jesuits told her of the life of that great fourteenth-century mystic-ascetic saint. By the same token, Chauchetière began to adopt something of an Iroquoian attitude toward names and identities when he wrote, 'The spirit of Saint Catherine of Siena and of the other saints of that name was renewed in her'" (Mohawk Saint 52-53). This commentary illustrates the complexity of the relation between Greer's sources and his subject. Instead of reflecting the influence of Mohawk culture on Chauchetière, the Jesuit's observation may attest to Tekakwitha's effort to revive the spirit associated with the name Catherine by practicing physical penance and extreme self-deprivation, participating in a circle of female ascetics, and resisting familial pressures to marry. 17 To what extent did the story of Catherine of Siena guide Catherine Tekakwitha's hagiographers, in writing her life, or Catherine herself, in living it?
The key question animating the scholarship on Catherine Tekakwitha has been the degree to which the colonial representations of her are shaped by the Jesuit authors' agendas and the conventions of hagiography and the degree to which they reflect the actual circumstances and events of her life. For example, the anthropologist Paula Elizabeth Holmes describes her as "a historically silent figure, bordered by colonial Jesuit categories, tropes and epithets" (87), while the historian Daniel K. Richter, conceding that "[t] he truth about the historical individual behind the religious narrative is probably irrecoverable," suggests that her story "is consistent with general patterns in which hundreds of seventeenth-century Indians resettled in mission villages, both Catholic and Protestant" (Facing East from Indian Country 83, 89). My point is that it might not be so simple to relegate the "historical individual" and the "religious narrative" and "tropes" to different dimensions. Catherine Tekakwitha may have interacted with the story of Catherine of Siena directly and not just on the page.
Greer suggests that when Tekakwitha became Catherine, she retained her former persona; the Native converts' compound "names had the appearance of a European-style pairing of a personal name and a family name, but they were something quite different, a badge of layered identity" (Mohawk Saint 102). This sort of "layered" or composite identity may have been a de facto outcome of transcultural conversions, especially in Kahnawake, where Mohawk "traditional culture" persisted despite the Jesuit influence (Haefeli and Sweeney, Captors and Captives 68-69). Yet if Catherine Tekakwitha fully applied the principle of requickening to her baptism, then it is unlikely that she considered herself to be "simultaneously Tekakwitha, the current embodiment of a resuscitated personage who had belonged for generations to the Turtle clan, and a Christian baptized in memory of Catherine of Siena" (Greer, Mohawk Saint 102) . This sort of simultaneity may be more characteristic of Marguerite Kanenstenhawi, not with regard to retention of her natal English identity, but rather to her existence as a Catholic Mohawk.
Kahnawake itself was transforming during this period. Catherine's brief life and death there epitomized a period of "intense new female religiosity," and it seems plausible that she entirely renounced Tekakwitha to devote her being to Catherine (Haefeli and Sweeney, Captors and Captives 69). In the hagiographic representations, however, there is a basic continuity of self-the anomalously virtuous girl was always destined to become Catherine. Cholenec, in his 1715 letter to the Procurer of Missions, describes how the catechumen "Tegahkouita" manifested "une sainte impatience" [a saintly impatience] to become baptized; upon receiving her baptism, she became a neophyte: "[E]lle fut nommée Catherine; c'est ainsi que je l'appellerai dans la suite de cette lettre" [She was named Catherine; and so I shall call her for the rest of this letter] ("Lettre du père Cholenec" 33). Chauchetière recounts how her natal community in Gandaouagué recognized her renunciation:
[O]n ne l'appelloit plus par son nom sauuage; mais qu'on lappelloit par le nom de Chrestienne en derision comme qui auroit uoulu dire une chienne ce qui dura si long temps qu'on sestoit oublié de-son nom ne luy en donnant point dautre que la chrestienne parcequil ny auoit quelle de baptisée dans sa cabane, bien loing de saffliger de ces mepris quon saisoit d'elle elle sestimoit heureuse dauoir perdu son nom.
[She was no longer called by her Indian name. They called her "Christian" in derision as one would speak to a dog. This went on so long that her name was forgotten. They gave her the name of Christian because she was the only one to be baptized in her longhouse. Far from feeling afflicted by this treatment, she felt herself happy to have lost her name.] (52) Once she moved from Gandaouagué to Kahnawake to join a community of Christian converts, her "Indian name" may have been more functional than significant. That is, the Jesuits might have used it to distinguish her from other Catherines, in the same way that teachers now use family names or initials to distinguish students with the same first name from one another. The Jesuit father Jacques Bigot, writing at the Abenaki mission in Sillery a few years after Catherine Tekakwitha's death, observes that the Jesuits were "obliged to give two names to many" of their neophytes "in order to avoid Confusion in a great number"; the neophytes, however, "do not wish, for the most part, to be called by anything but their baptismal names-insomuch that I lately had all the difficulty in the world in drawing from some persons their family names (noms de famille); one answered me that they had no other name here than that of their baptism." Bigot writes that the converts "manifest a great eagerness to know the lives of their individual Patron Saints; and some have extremely taken to Heart to imitate the most Important traits of their Patron, and have Thereby actually arrived at a high Degree of virtue-either of purity, or of deep humility and self-contempt, or of great Charity, etc." (35) . 18 Bigot's description expresses an orthodox sensibility: The patron saint served to inspire the neophyte to be a better person, but there necessarily remained a difference in "Degree." It was the Jesuit fathers themselves who sometimes aspired to and realized a fuller identification with canonical saints through their seemingly superhuman submission to suffering and martyrdom. In turn, the hagiographic accounts in the Jesuit Relations served to "inspire" readers with "wonder at the way human and divine qualities, mortality and eternal life, could reside together in a single extraordinary person" (Greer, "Colonial Saints" 327) . Requickening, with its emphasis on deeds rather than attributes, more closely resembled the Jesuit fathers' emulation of saints than the laypersons' inspiration. Thus James Smith's adoptive elder brother exhorted him to "do great actions, as it is only great actions that can make a great man" (295). A contemporary of Smith's on the French side of the war explained that the captive-adoptee was "continually reminded" of the room he was expected to fill, "of the dead man's conduct and good deeds" (J. C. B. 73).
In the Jesuits' representation, Catherine Tekakwitha greatly exceeded expectations, and even propriety, in her fulfillment of her name. According to Chauchetière, when her sisters in penance, fearing for her life, divulged to Cholenec that Catherine had been practicing intense mortifications, including fasting, exposing herself to intense cold, and scourging herself with rods and with "une ceinture de fer qui auoit de longues pointes" [a belt of iron with spikes] (127), "le pere fut tout surpris" [the Father was totally surprised]. " [M] ais sans tesmoigner son etonnement blasma fort lindiscretion qui fut pourtant iugée bien pardonnable dans de nouuelles chrestiennes on les instruisit et on regla toute cette deuotion" [But without revealing his astonishment he strongly condemned the indiscretion, which he also judged forgivable in such new Christians. He henceforth instructed and regulated their devotion]. However, he moderately acceded to Catherine's requests to be allowed to resume her mortifications "que son corps neust pas la uictoire" [so that her body didn't have the victory] (134). Yet even such excess and "indiscretion" was consistent with the story's correspondence with that of Catherine of Siena, who likewise practiced surreptitious mortifications and had to demonstrate that her chastity and hatred of her body were not self-authorized but rather inspired by the Holy Spirit. Saint Catherine's Life was more imitable than that of a "virgin martyr" like Saint Margaret of Antioch, who was Marguerite Kanenstenhawi's baptismal namesake (Larson, " Who Is the Master of This Narrative?" 96). Yet it is impossible to sort out actions from literary constructions in understanding the correspondences between Catherine of Siena and Catherine of Kahnawake. Some may be attributable to neither. For example, the plague that provides a grim backdrop for the accounts written of both of their lives is a historical as well as a literary parallel: The Black Death "struck Siena with brutal and devastating force" in 1348; a smallpox epidemic wracked Gandaouagué in 1661-63 (Parsons 6; Greer, Mohawk Saint 28). Then, too, in the narrative sequences some of the similarities occur before Tekakwitha would have even heard of St. Catherine; both girls enraged their families by refusing to take a husband, and as a result each was treated, in Cholenec's phrase, "comme une esclave" [like a slave]. It may be tempting to think that such a concurrence must derive from the Jesuit authors' attempts to reconcile the two stories, but not all of the details in the episode can be explained so easily. For example, Cholenec writes of Tekakwitha, "[O]n lui reprochoit sans cesse son peu d'attachement pour ses parens" [She was constantly reproached for her lack of attachment to her relatives] and "on l'atribuoit à une haine secrete qu'elle portoit à la nation iroquoise, parce qu'elle étoit de race algonquine" [she was accused of harboring a secret hatred for the Iroquois nation, because she was of Algonquin descent] ("Lettre du père Cholenec" 31). The implication, quite unrelated to European hagiography, was that her mother, who had been a Christian Algonquin captive, had undergone an incomplete incorporation-that she had never assimilated herself to the Mohawk persona she had requickened and that her daughter had inherited this sense of dissociation. In this view, Tekakwitha's conversion was an act of allegiance with the former identity of her mother, who had died from smallpox when Tekakwitha was about six (Greer, Mohawk Saint 28) . The precedent of Tekakwitha's mother illustrates the complexity of the interpersonal relations involved in identity formation and the challenges of speculation about subjective motivations. Tekakwitha's conversion to Christianity and emulation of Catherine of Siena can be understood either as a recursion to her mother's former identity as a Christian or as a fulfillment of the same transformative process her mother had undergone, albeit in a different community. Just as her mother's marriage to a Mohawk "confirmed and solidified her new status," Catherine's refusal of such a marriage and apparent choice of Jesus as her only spouse would have cemented her Christian identity (Greer, Mohawk Saint 27) .
THE HERESIARCH'S DAUGHTER
Eunice Williams, like Catherine Tekakwitha, also lost her biological mother as a young girl. Eunice Mather Williams was one of the casualties of the raid on Deerfield. Already enfeebled from having recently lain in, she fell into an icy stream on the journey north; her captors killed her, as they did others who were unable to keep pace . Eunice, apparently marked for adoption at the outset, was never in such danger. According to her father, she "was carried all the journey, and looked after with a great deal of tenderness" (J. Williams 54). The Christian name Eunice is Greek for "The Happy, Victorious One" (Sheehan 105). In the Bible, Eunice is the mother of Timothy (2 Tim. 1.5). Yet Eunice Williams was named for her mother, the niece of Increase Mather, of "the colony's premier line of religious leaders" (Demos 8) . To fulfill the name Eunice Williams, the girl would have had to lead an exemplary Christian life and be married within her caste, perhaps to a leading minister, like her father. Instead, as Marguerite Kanenstenhawi, she assumed a corresponding place in Kahnawake society; both she and her daughters (Catherine Gassinontie and Marie Skentsiese) married well (Demos 164; emphasis added).
Eunice was adopted and raised to fulfill a different name, or names. According to Eleazer Williams, two years before the 1704 raid, the woman who became Eunice's mother had "lost an only child (daughter) on account of which she became inconsolable." She accompanied the expedition in order to "place one in the room of that which she had lost" (Saileville 235) . It is unlikely, if not impossible, that Eunice's adoptive mother participated in her adoptive daughter's capture. It does seem plausible, however, that Eunice was marked for such a place from the beginning, which would explain the apparently solicitous treatment she received from her captors, as noted by her father (Saileville 229n14; Demos 97-98). Eunice's first recorded Mohawk name, however, seems to refer to her status as an adoptee rather than to her assumption of a preexisting identity. As Demos writes, "A'ongote [Waongote] means, literally, 'she has been planted as a person.' Or, more freely: 'They took her and placed her as a member of their tribe'" (142).
Early in her life at Kahnawake (it remained a "captivity" only, perhaps, within the perspective of her natal community), Waongote was baptized Marguerite (Demos 151) . 19 The choice of Marguerite as a baptismal name for Waongote appears to have been deliberate and significant, unlike that of Catherine for Tekakwitha, which was probably somewhat arbitrary-the name prescribed the resemblance, instead of vice versa. Indeed, the names Waongote and Marguerite are almost cognate in their connotations, because Margaret of Antioch, the namesake, was someone who had been planted as a person-an adoptee who had undergone a religious conversion. The Jesuits' rebaptism of Protestant captives was controversial . However, the opportunity to rebaptize the daughter of a Puritan minister, a man the Jesuits styled an egregious heretic, a "wolf" in shepherd's clothing, whose flock they had captivated for the safety of their souls, was especially noteworthy (J. Williams 71). The Jesuits seemed to make a statement by rebaptizing Eunice as Marguerite.
According to the medieval Golden Legend by Jacobus de Voragine, 20 St. Margaret of Antioch was the "daughter of Theodosius, patriarch of the pagans. As a child she was entrusted to a nurse, and when she reached the age of reason she was baptized, and so incurred the bitter hatred of her father" (162). That is the allegorical donné of the story, casting John Williams as Theodosius, the enemy of the true faith, Eunice's adoptive mother as the virtuous nurse, and Eunice herself as the virgin martyr. The Jesuits would not, however, have intended the Life of St. Margaret of Antioch as a template for Waongote's life; they would not have expected Waongote to fulfill her baptismal name in the way they credited Catherine Tekakwitha with having done. If they had, she would have found St. Margaret's persecutions and triumphs to be more difficult to emulate than Tekakwitha found those of Catherine of Siena.
Margaret of Antioch was abducted by a Roman prefect, Olibrius, whom she steadfastly refused to marry, "declaring herself a bride of Christ" (Larson, "Who Is the Master?" 96) . Subjected to torture and imprisonment, Margaret split open a dragon that appeared in her cell and, in some versions, swallowed her alive. Jacobus himself considered this detail "apocryphal and of no historical value"; it was a figurative representation of Margaret's pitched combat with the devil, whom she finally threw to the ground, stepping triumphantly on his neck and declaring, "'Lie there, proud demon, prostrate beneath a woman's foot!' 'O blessed Margaret,' the demon cried, 'I admit defeat! If a young man had beaten me, I would not have minded; but to be beaten by a young girl-! And it hurts me all the more because your father and mother were friends of mine!'" (Voragine 163). Margaret's death was a glorious martyrdom: Olibrius had her publicly beheaded. If Waongote, like the Abenaki converts in Sillery and, presumably, like Catherine Tekakwitha, had been eager to know about the life of her patron saint, she would have heard the story of a girl who had been able to achieve a spiritual triumph over the circumstances of her birth.
Marguerite was not Eunice Williams's ultimate identity, although this, her second baptismal name, pertained to her until the end of her life. It is the name that identifies her in the notice of her death in the mission records (Demos 237) . In these same records, she is listed as a godparent in notices of four baptisms. Demos observes, "[S]he gave her own Christian name, Marguerite," to an adult captive and to an Iroquois woman who had previously been "baptized by the English" (162). She also was godparent to two babies, a Cecelia and another Marguerite. So the name Marguerite did not necessarily connote a religious conversion, although the correspondence between the situations of Margaret of Antioch and Eunice Williams, especially, is suggestive. Since the record of Eunice's rebaptism is not extant, the identity of her own godmother is not known. Another Marguerite?
According to Evan Haefeli and Kevin Sweeney, "Kahnawake Mohawks" in the early eighteenth century "wanted to turn their captives into Natives first and Christians second." Upon her initiation into adulthood in Kahnawake, Marguerite Waongote became Marguerite Kanenstenhawi, or "she brings in corn" (Captors and Captives 145, 153). Demos persuasively, if tentatively, understands this name, which refers to her participation in a basic, gendered, communal occupation, as a "mark of inclusion"-an indication of her complete integration into Kahnawake society (162).
INCORPORATION AND SEPARATION
In the classic study The Rites of Passage, Arnold van Gennep distinguishes between rites of incorporation and rites of separation. Marriages typically emphasize the former, while funerals emphasize the latter (10-11). The tendency of the story of Marguerite Kanenstenhawi-as opposed to the novan-glocentric story of Eunice Williams-is toward incorporation; by contrast, the tendency of the story of Catherine Tekakwitha, as told by her hagiographers, is toward separation from the same culture into which Eunice was incorporated. Her natal culture is a metaphor for corporeality. According to Chauchetière, "[C]est une espece de miracle de la uoir echappée des eaux du deluge de limpurete qui inonde toute la terre qhabitent les sauuages" [by a kind of miracle, she alone escaped from the floodwaters of impurity that inundated the entire land of the savages] (177).
While Eunice's eventual Mohawk name signified her participation in communal activities, in the Jesuits' accounts Catherine increasingly withdrew from the communal lifestyle of Gandaouagué and then Kahnawake. For both women, the bridge-burning steps in their divergent trajectories lay in their choice of a spouse. On the one hand, Catherine's chastity, her refusal to marry an eligible Mohawk, and her exclusive commitment to "son Diuin Espoux" (her Divine Spouse) were key points of identification with her namesake and, in the view of her hagiographers, underpinnings of her posthumous success as a saintly intercessor (Priézac 98). On the other hand, Marguerite Kanenstenhawi's marriage to the Christian Mohawk warrior François Xavier Arosen completed her integration into Kahnawake society. To her family in New England, it meant she was lost. 21 Had Marguerite chosen instead to emulate her virginal patron saint by preserving her chastity, she would, in a sense, have stopped short of "becoming Indian" (Simpson 125 ). Catherine's choice fulfilled her name, just as Marguerite Kanenstenhawi's fulfilled hers.
Apparently, the gatekeeper for both unions was Pierre Cholenec, Catherine's confessor and the Superior of the mission at Kahnawake during Marguerite Kanenstenhawi's youth. Demos infers that Cholenec must be the unnamed priest referred to in a letter the Albany agent John Schuyler wrote in 1713, recounting his mission to redeem "Margarett Williams" (104; Baker 144).
22 According to Schuyler, the priest told him that when Marguerite and François approached him to be married, he thought it was inappropriate "that this poor Captive should be Married to an Indian, being a Christian Born." Therefore, although they came to me to Marry them . . . very often wch I always refus'd with good words and persuasions to the Contrary, But both continuing in their former resolution to Such a Degree that I was constrained to be absent from ye ffort three Severall times, because not Satisfyed mySelf in their Marriage; Untill at last after Some days past they both came to me, and s d that they were Joined together, And if he would not marry them they matter'd not, for they were resolved never to leave one the other. (qtd. in Baker 144, 145) Je ne crus pas devoir m'opposer davantage à une résolution qui me paroissoit ne lui être inspirée que par le Saint-Esprit: je l'exhortai donc à la persévérance, et je l'assurai que je prendrois sa défense contre tous ceux qui voudroient désormais l'inquiéter sur cet article.
[I believed I must no longer oppose a resolution that seemed to me to be inspired by none other than the Holy Spirit; accordingly, I praised her persistence, and assured her that I would defend her against all those who troubled her on this account.] ("Lettre du père Cholenec" 49)
Schuyler's rendition of the priest's language-"continuing in their former resolution"-would be a serviceable translation of Cholenec's phrasing in his letter concerning Catherine Tekakwitha-"persistoit dans sa résolution." Given the likelihood that the unnamed priest is Cholenec, this consistency in language at least lends support to the idea of a consistency of behavior. To a degree, then, the accounts corroborate one another. Cholenec's description of his interaction with Catherine Tekakwitha is especially in need of such corroboration, because it verges closely to the story of Catherine of Siena, who was also subjected to "des soins importuns de ses Parens" [importunate concerns of her relatives], who wished her to marry (Priézac 100). 23 Catherine of Siena's parents also appealed to a "Friar Preacher" for support, and, like Cholenec, this cleric became persuaded that the girl's choice was divinely inspired (Raymond of Capua 15).
If these parallels between the hagiographies of the two Catherines cast doubt on Cholenec's representation, his credibility is further undermined by a discrepancy with Chauchetière. While in his 1715 letter he does not quite say that he allowed Catherine to consecrate her virginity with a vow, in his undated La Vie de Catherine Tegakouita Première Vierge Irokoise, explaining that "ce grand et glorieux titre de vierge" [Catherine's grand and glorious title of virgin] exalted her above "tous les sauvages qui ont embrassé la foi dans toute la france septentrionale" [all the other savages in New France who have embraced the faith], Cholenec presented precise details of the supposed ceremony (33). It was on the traditional Lady Day, the Feast of Annunciation, 25 March 1679 (the attributed date of Catherine of Siena's birth), Sur les huit heures du matin que Catherine Tegakoüita un moment après que Jésus-Christ se fut donné à elle dans la Communion, se donna aussi tout à lui, et que renonçant pour toujours au mariage, elle lui promit virginité perpétuelle.
[At eight in the morning that Catherine Tekakwitha, a moment after Jesus Christ had given himself to her through the Communion, gave herself wholly to him, renouncing marriage forever, and promising him perpetual virginity.] (34) The oddity, as Greer points out, is that "Tekakwitha's other biographer," Chauchetière, contradicts his colleague's account (Mohawk Saint 177). While concurring with his encomiums of Catherine's chastity, calling it "le plus beau fleuron de sa coronne" [the most beautiful jewel in her crown] (177), he also explicitly states that Cholenec never had her make a vow:
[S]i on eust eu la pensee de luy en faire faire le voeu le voeu de chasteté ne luy auroit pas manque quoy quelle naye pas manque ace voeu ce qui me fait croire quelle en a eu le merite, le pere fut mari apres sa mort de ne luy auoir pas fait faire.
[[I]f one had thought to have her make a vow, a vow of chastity would not have been misplaced, since she did not fall short of living up to such a vow, which makes me believe that she had the merit of one. The priest was sorry after her death not to have had her make one.] (178) 24 The implication that "she had the merit of one" might be that she, like Catherine of Siena, had made a vow privately-that it had been between her and Christ. Greer concludes that Cholenec "had declined to administer the vow of chastity while Catherine was alive, and, regretting his decision afterward, he revised the record of events." The story of the vow, according to Greer, "seems designed both to bring the larger narrative into closer conformity with standard hagiographic plots for women saints and to shore up the claim to virginal status" (Mohawk Saint 178) . Actually, however, Chauchetière's inference that Catherine had taken a secret, private vow adheres more closely to the hagiographic script.
Cholenec's embellishment may have been more intended to cover up his oversight and to aggrandize his own role-establishing him, perhaps, as the counterpart to Catherine of Siena's saintly confessor and biographer, Raymond of Capua-than to promote Catherine's candidacy for sainthood. The discrepancy between the hagiographers actually lends credit to their individual claims to have become fully persuaded of Catherine's chastity. If they had harbored any doubts while she was alive, these were eliminated by the miracles she performed after her "morte en odeur de saincteté" [death in odor of sanctity]. Catherine Tekakwitha led an extremely successful afterlife, curing the sick and even helping others to withstand the "demon de limpurete" [demon of impurity] (Chauchetière iii, 178).
Whereas devotees throughout New France, and eventually beyond, prayed to Catherine Tekakwitha to intercede with her Husband on their behalf, in 1741 Marguerite Kanenstenhawi's biological cousin, Solomon Williams, bore witness to the "numberless prayers" that "have been put up to God" by her family and former neighbors (170). The occasion was a sermon he delivered in Mansfield, attended by the former Eunice Williams herself, on the second of four visits to New England, spaced out over a lengthy adulthood . Solomon considered her visits to be evidence of God's attention to their prayers, "dawnings towards her deliverance," yet he used her presence as an object lesson for his congregants (171). Her captive state was a metaphor for the even more perilous condition of the unregenerate among them. It must have been galling to New Englanders, therefore, that despite their worldly enticements, including an offer of land, she refused to stay, "saying 'it would endanger her soul'" (Coleman 63) . Perhaps the perspective of her natal community mirrors that of Mohawk traditionalists like Catherine Tekakwitha's maternal uncle, who resisted and resented the defections to Kahnawake and who is vilified in the hagiographies.
Scholarship on Marguerite Kanenstenhawi, following the documentary sources, has kept this perspective in the foreground; hers is a "family story," in Demos's phrase, that centers on the Williamses and New England. By contrast, ethnohistorians have explicitly generated correctives to the colonialist bias of the sources on Catherine Tekakwitha, attempting to reconstruct her experience as a Native woman in a contact zone. It is partly for this reason, as I suggested above, that the comparison does more to illuminate the story of Marguerite Kanenstenhawi than that of Catherine Tekakwitha. What I have argued is that the Iroquoian concept of requickening can help bridge the gap between the Native life and the European writing. Thus, we may think of the story of Catherine of Siena as one that Catherine Tekakwitha embodied or enacted, as well as one that shaped Cholenec's and Chauchetière's compositions. In turn, the discussion of how Catherine Tekakwitha fulfilled her Christian name may suggest, then, how Marguerite Kanenstenhawi fulfilled her Mohawk one.
In the past century, as the two women have increasingly become the subject of scholarship, their naming has had a certain infantilizing tendency. Following Walworth's 1883 biography, the Saintly Savagess's name has morphed into Kateri Tekakwitha, an epithet coined, according to Greer, "in an atmosphere of fin de siècle primitivism." Walworth intended "Kateri" to approximate a Mohawk pronunciation of Catherine, and many writers (myself included), unaware of her "gambit," fell for its false ring of authenticity (Mohawk Saint xi, 197) . Scholars should now follow Greer's lead in referring to her as Catherine Tekakwitha. Similarly, they might consider the implications of the consistent use of the name Eunice Williams to refer to a woman identified by the Jesuits at the time of her death, at age eighty-nine, as "Marguerite, the mother-inlaw of Annasetegen" (Demos 237) . By employing her English, childhood name, they fail to recognize her cultural transformation. "Many little girls were left behind," wrote Emma Coleman in her 1925 history of New England captives brought to Canada, "some to marry Indians, more to marry Frenchmen and a few to become nuns; but no other captive-child caused so much trouble to the two Governments as little Eunice, and the name of no other is so well known to later generations" (54).
NOTES
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In transcribing the passages from French, I have retained the spelling and typographical appearance of the words, with the exception of modernizing the letter s.
1. On Kahnawake during the period, see Reid 7; Haefeli and Sweeney, and Greer, . Greer suggests that "Iroquois Catholicism" be considered not as an example of syncretism but rather as a "local religion," a concept that "focuses attention on performance rather than belief, on specific settings among people with particular experiences and traditions rather than on theological systems with pretentions to universality" ("Conversion and Identity" 178).
He mentions his "Indian name," Scoouwa, only once-at a moment when his adoptive relatives reaffirm his natal cultural identity by restoring to him his lost books (281). For a discussion of this episode, see Newman 48. Haefeli and Sweeney suggest, "Most likely the name Smith remembered was a mishearing of skoha, a Mohawk word that literally means, 'Go get it'" (Captors and Captives 153). This interpretation may be correct, but it conflicts with Smith's professed fluency in the language and with the supposed prestige of his namesake.
17. For a brief summation of Catherine of Siena's biography, see Parsons 6-9. 18. Bigot also figures in the story of the Williams family; he is "the Jesuit" who whips Eunice's brother Stephen (Haefeli and Sweeney, Captors and Captives 153). As the example of Stephen shows, although adoption and requickening were more prevalent among the Iroquois, the Abenaki and other Algonquians also attempted to incorporate captives to replace lost family members (Calloway 29) . According to Greer, the Jesuit missionaries gave "instruction in Christian lore through the use of pictures, especially depictions of the torments of hell, and through stories of saints and of the life of Jesus" ("Conversion and Identity" 182).
19. I use the spellings provided by Haefeli and Sweeney (Captors and Captives 152-53) rather than Demos, who renders Eunice's Mohawk names as A'ongote and Gannenstenhawi (141, 162).
20. According to Larson, "The Golden Legend was eventually translated from the original Latin into every known western European language, and was, after the Bible, the most popular book in the late medieval West (in the early days of printing, it was the most popular book)" (Introduction 177).
21. See Demos 98-99 on the reactions in New England to the news of Eunice Williams's marriage. As Haefeli and Sweeney point out, "Intermarriage and religion were the primary ties that bound captives to Native communities. At Kahnawake, captives married Mohawks, not other captives" (Captors and Captives 223). Simpson argues that "the story of Eunice Williams's captivity" contributes to "the gendered structure and imaginary of contemporary colonial settler society of North America"; it is a preliminary to the Indian Act of 1876, which in Canada provided that white women, but not men, could become Indian through marriage (106).
22. The letter is reproduced in its entirety in Baker 144-46. 23. Greer argues that "everything we know about Iroquoian respect for personal autonomy, especially in the areas of sex and marriage, suggests that the pressure exerted on Tekakwitha would not have gone beyond advice and gentle persuasion" ("Savage/ Saint" 144).
24. Greer's somewhat different translation implies that Cholenec actively forbade her vow: "If it had occurred to anyone to have her take a vow, the vow of chastity would not have been wanting, though she did not fail to live up to such a vow, which makes me believe that she received the merit of it. The priest was sorry after her death not to
